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Glossary

Glossary
1

A Drive or Tour is an organised event in which participants gather at a defined start point and drive in a
follow-the-leader format, in one or more groups each of which has both a lead car and at least one sweeper
car, along a specified route to the end point.

2

Each tour follows a specified Route planned by the tour leader and documented by hardcopy or electronic
directions.

3

The Tour Leader is responsible for the overall planning and execution of the tour, including setting the tour’s
start point, route, end point, rest stops, and regroup points.

4

For driving tours with multiple groups, each Group Leader is responsible for leading their group.

5

The Sweeper car brings up the tail end of the tour or group. The sweeper assists participants who encounter
car or health difficulties, advises the tour/group leader if vehicles became separated from the group, and
warns the tour/group leader about any unsafe driving practices by a tour participant.

Annual BBQ and Concours, August 2020

General Guidelines

General Guidelines
1

The tour leader should plan group sizes to allow drivers to see the car ahead for most of the planned route.

2

Each group should have one leader and at least one sweeper.

3

The tour leader should send participants the route list in advance and request mobile phone numbers.

4

Each group leader and sweeper should have a radio or mobile phone connection during the tour.

5

To reduce the risk of distraction, each group leader and sweeper should have at least one passenger to
handle all navigation and communication.

6

Each leader should hold their group to at or below the speed limit and encourage compliance with all
traffic laws. (Learn The Pace—to come!)

7

The tour leader should conduct a safety briefing before commencing the tour. We offer a form at the end of
this presentation.

Independence Day Drive, July 2020

Guidance for Leaders

Guidance for Leaders
1

Navigator makes ALL radio calls.

2

Don’t pass a slow car if you are the only one who can make it

3

When passing, keep the pace up so others can safely follow.

4

Anticipate that some cars may not make it through traffic lights, right turns and crossroads.

5

Announce your regroup plan to your sweeper if cars don’t make a light/turn.

6

Announce upcoming turns.

7

The leader and following cars should each indicate upcoming cyclists, pedestrians, farm equipment, and the
like in your lane of travel.

8

At rest stops, park safely, and in a manner that allows the group to stay together.

9

Before dispersing at rest stops, announce the actual departure time (not “in around xx minutes or so”).

10

Take a head (car) count before departing rest stops to make sure the group is ready to set off.

Le Gran Tour, France, September 2019

Guidance for Sweepers

Guidance for Sweepers
1

Communicate with the group lead.

2

Understand what radio calls the leader wants to hear (and what they do and do not want to hear!—e.g., a lot
of chatter or only the minimum).

3

Make it clear if the whole group did not make it through a turn or traffic light.

4

Be prepared to stop and assist anyone in the group who stops at the side of the road.

5

If the sweeper car stops for any reason, another sweeper must be designated and the radio transferred.

SR: The Gold Coast and the Volcano, July 2019

Advance Planning for Long Tours

Advance Planning for Long Tours
1

Long tours should be dry run a couple of weeks in advance.

2

If possible, the dry run should be on the same day of the week and at the same time of day as the tour.

3

Plan regroup points after congested areas and stoplights and note them in the route list.

4

Plan and verify sufficient parking and adequate facilities for restroom stops (and confirm that they will be open).

5

Re-read your route instructions several times to make sure they will be clear to drivers/navigators seeing
them for the first time. Ask someone to read and comment.

6

Provide the directions to all leads and sweepers well in advance. They may want to dry run the route
themselves or “drive it” in Google maps.

7

Determine the optimum size for each group based on the route and the dry run.

Wales Road Trip, June 2019

On the Day

On the Day
1

Remind everyone Safety is Job One.

2

Ask leaders and sweepers to coordinate among themselves the radio calls they want (confirmation when the
entire group has made it through a stoplight or congested area and similar points).

3

Meet with leaders and sweepers to assign cars to groups. Brief them the route if not already done.

4

Distribute electronic or hardcopy route lists. For longer tours, include each turn direction, leg distances and
cumulative mileages after each leg, details on planned rest stops and parking, and notes/caution information
along the route (e.g., a printout from Google maps).

5

Distribute radios and mobile phone numbers.

6

Give the Safety Briefing for participants—All participants, passengers as well as drivers.

Expect the Unexpected…

NE: Tuesday Evening Drive, August 2020

Safety Briefing for Participants

The Hills of Donegal, October 2019

Safety Briefing for Participants (1/2)
The following points should be communicated during the safety briefing for all participants,
including passengers, prior to tour departure. Most points can be read as a script.

1

Introductions: [Introduce all tour/group leader(s) and sweeper(s) and identify their cars.]

2

Emphasis on Safety: Safety is paramount. Driving tours are NOT competitive or high-speed driving events.
Each driver is responsible for operating their vehicle safely in all road conditions.

3

Drivers are reminded that they are responsible for their car to be in roadworthy condition with safety
inspections made and passed, and required insurance and tax in effect. Cars should also be fully fuelled on
departure

4

Obey speed limits and all other traffic laws, plus all local laws regarding the consumption of drugs and
alcohol. Drive The Pace.

5

6

Route Directions: The driving directions contain details about the route, regroup points, rest stops, and any
safety concerns or areas where the tour may have to slow to maintain safety. [Review any specific areas of
concern in the driving directions … such as sheep ☺]
Safety as a Group: safety is more important than the need to stay together. Do not take risks in order to
stay with the group.

Safety Briefing for Participants (2/2)
7

Following Distance: Leave a safe distance between cars, generally 2-3 seconds, behind the car in front.

8

Passing: NEVER pass the tour / group leader(s). They set the pace. Pass cyclists, pedestrians and other
non-motorized traffic SLOWLY, giving a wide berth, and indicating.

9

Separation from the Group: If you become separated from the group, inform the driving tour/group leader or
sweeper and obey all posted speed limits and other traffic laws until you re-join the group.

10

Headlights: Drive with dipped headlights so as to increase visibility to other vehicles and help define the group.

11

Emergencies: In an emergency, pull over and stop in a safe location, turn on emergency indicators, and
advise the tour/group sweeper.

12

Sweeper: Each sweeper plays an important role in keeping the group together and informing the tour /
group leader of any issues.

13

Communications: [Provide mobile phone numbers of all tour / group leaders and sweepers to all participants
or refer to them in the driving directions.]

14

Safety & Fun: Responsibility for maintaining PCI’s excellent history of safe and enjoyable events rests with
each participant. Have fun and be safe!

NE: Breakfast Drive, March 2019

The Pace

The Pace (1/2)
As many of us know, a swift drive down a favourite road may be the finest way to spend a few free hours with a
Porsche. And these few hours are best enjoyed driving at The Pace.

THE PACE
The Pace focuses on car control and de-emphasizes outright speed. Full-throttle acceleration and last-minute
braking aren't part of the program, eliminating the two most common single-car accident scenarios.
Cornering momentum is the name of the game, stressing firm inputs on the wheel to place the car correctly at
the entrance of the turn. Since the throttle wasn't slammed open at the exit of the last corner, the next corner
doesn't require much, if any, braking.

When braking is required, the pedal is pressed smoothly, quickly, and firmly to set entrance speed quickly before
turn-in. Turning in whilst on the brakes is tantamount to running off the road, a confession that you're pushing
too hard and not getting your entrance speed set early enough because you stayed in the throttle too long.

Ocean and Mountain Tour, October 2018

The Pace (2/2)
YOUR LANE IS YOUR LIMIT
Cross the centre line only during a passing manoeuvre. Needing to cross the line is a sign that you're pushing too
hard to keep up. Even when you have a clean line of sight through a right-hand kink, stay to the left of the centre
line; it’s much more challenging than simply straightening every slight corner.

NO SPEEDING TICKETS
Anyone with a right foot can drive fast on a straight and level stretch. Driving close to but still below the speed
limit on tight twisties builds real skill.
GOOD LEADERS
The street is not a racetrack, and it takes humility, self assurance and self control to keep it that way. The leader
sets the pace and monitors his mirrors for signs of raggedness in the ranks that follow. If leaders pull away, they
simply slow when the road straightens but continue to enjoy the corners, thus allowing the following cars to close
but missing none of the fun.

Ocean and Mountain Tour, October 2018

Welcome Porsche Club France, May 2018

SR: Dingle Solstice Drive, June 2019

Thank You! – More questions?

